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MACROECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS:

Your investments should too.
The world is evolving.

As the shift to electric vehicles (EV) continues to gain traction, several major companies are 
restructuring their operations to gain a competitive edge. 

Daimler AG’s CEO noted that the costly transition to EVs is colliding with legacy diesel issues 
and trade disputes, putting pressure on the maker of Mercedes-Benz. He warned that there will 
be no quick fix for the automaker’s struggles to adapt to an era of self-driving EVs and said the 
company’s earnings would remain under pressure for the next two years. He laid out a plan to 
gradually lift margins by capping investment and cutting jobs to save more than $1.4 billion. In 
spite of the pressure to rein in spending, he outlined plans to introduce more than 20 new plug-
in hybrid and fully-electric Mercedes cars by 2022.i

Audi also announced plans to eliminate roughly 9,500 jobs or 15% of its German workforce to lift 
earnings by $6.6 billion as the company pushes ahead with a restructuring plan to help adapt 
to the costly transition to EVs. The turnaround is aimed at regaining ground lost to luxury-car 
leaders Mercedes-Benz and BMW AG and counter pressure from Tesla Inc. To revive momentum, 
Audi will launch five fully-electric and seven plug-in hybrid models within two years and broaden 
the lineup to more than 30 electrified cars by 2025.ii

Tesla, which continues to undergo massive expansion, unveiled its futuristic pickup truck at a 
promotional event in Los Angeles. But the vehicle’s durability did not endure a live demonstration 
when a metal ball shattered its’ supposed unbreakable window.iii However, Tesla Inc. Chief 
Executive Officer Elon Musk announced that orders for the carmaker’s new truck climbed to 
200,000 despite the rocky demonstration.iv

While Tesla is still putting the finishing touches on its first Chinese auto plant, it unveiled plans for a 
European Gigafactory to be built in Germany. The first phase if its $2 billion Shanghai Gigafactory 
is apparently close to beginning commercial production. Incidentally, a local production site 
in Germany will aid Tesla’s European sales, but it will also ensure that capital expenditures will 
remain high for years to come. The company is yet to complete construction of its multibillion-
dollar Nevada Gigafactory that began in 2014.v
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Ford Motor Co announced that its will use the Mustang name, previously reserved for a muscle 
car, for an electric sport utility vehicle (SUV), the Mach-E, which will be available to customers 
in the United States, Canada and Europe The SUV will be among more than dozen all-electric 
automobiles the company plans to launch by 2022 with an investment of $11.5 billion as it 
moves away from traditional gas-powered cars.vi The Mach-E will have and extended-range 
battery of at least 300 miles, as well as an extended-range all-wheel-drive conf iguration, 
which will pump out 332 horsepower and 417 lb.-ft. of torque; and two special performance 
versions - a GT version and a GT Performance Edition. Both GT models will boost output to 
459 horsepower and a healthy 612 lb.-ft. of torque.vii

Intel-owned autonomous vehicle (AV) start-up Mobileye and Chinese electric vehicle (EV) 
manufacturer Nio announced a partnership to bring a self-driving solution to the Chinese 
market by 2022. Under the partnership, Nio will manufacture a self-driving system designed 
by Mobileye, which will then be implemented in Nio’s EVs as well as Mobileye’s robotaxis.

The Chinese automaker will also develop a self-driving EV variant specif ically for Mobileye 
to use in its robotaxi service. The partnership follows news from June that Mobileye plans to 
launch a robotaxi service in its home market of Israel in 2020.viii

New research by Morgan Stanley points to a potential boost in the acceptance of EVs. The 
research, contrary to forecasts which state otherwise, found that the ride-sharing boom 
may actually be raising auto emissions. According to Schaller Consulting, ride-sharing has 
added 5.7 billion miles of driving annually in cities like Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, DC. Meanwhile, about 60% of users in 
large, dense cities in the U.S. would have taken public transportation, walked, biked, or not 
made the trip, if ride-sharing hadn’t been an option.

This problem could be solved by wider adoption of EVs among ride-sharing fleets, which could 
increase EV penetration of miles driven from 1% in 2020 to nearly 44% in 2040, and 74% in 
2050. According to Adam Jonas, Head of Global Auto & Shared Mobility at Morgan Stanley, the 
next iteration of shared mobility could drive a multitrillion-dollar shift in capital to build the 
EV economy. It was noted that the economics of EVs is compelling. While an EV operated for 
personal use may have a payback period of more than 20 years, an EV used for ride-sharing can 
recoup the extra cost of the vehicle in as little as three to five years.ix

PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTION:

At the end of November, the ETF held 65% of its portfolio by weight in companies in the Auto 
Supply Chain; 18% in Auto Parts and Equipment and 15% in Auto Makers. For the month, the 
Auto Maker, NIO Inc. ADR, followed by the Auto Supply Chain company, Plug Power Inc. were 
the best performing stocks in the ETF. 
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